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Abstract 
This document offers a concise introduction to the Goal Question Metric Paradigm 
(GQM Paradigm), and surveys research on applying and extending the GQM Para-
digm. We describe the GQM Paradigm in terms of its basic principles, techniques for 
structuring GQM-related documents, and methods for performing tasks of planning 
and implementing a measurement program based on GQM. We also survey prototype 
software tools that support applying the GQM Paradigm in various ways. An annota-
ted bibliography lists sources that document experience gained while using the GQM 
Paradigm and offer in-depth information about the GQM Paradigm. 
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The Goal Question Metric Paradigm (GQM Paradigm) was developed in response to the need for a 
goal-oriented approach that would support the measurement of processes and products in the soft-
ware engineering domain. The GQM Paradigm (sometimes called the GQM approach) supports a 
top-down approach to defining the goals behind measuring software processes and products, and 
using these goals to decide precisely what to measure (choosing metrics). The GQM Paradigm 
additionally supports a bottom-up approach to interpreting data based on the previously defined 
goals and questions. If viewed narrowly, the GQM Paradigm may be seen as purely an approach 
for choosing metrics. However, we encourage a broader view of the GQM Paradigm as a means 
for defining the "measurement view" of a software project. In other words, the analysis and eva-
luation of processes and products from all activities and phases of a software engineering project 
may be planned and performed with help of the GQM Paradigm. 
The GQM Paradigm was first developed in 1984 at the University ofMaryland and extended as 
part ofthe TAME project (see [BW84, BR88]). Research into using and improving the GQM Para-
digm has also been in progress at the University of Kaiserslautern since 1992 (see [Dif93, GHW95, 
vM95]) and at the Fraunhofer Institute for Experimental Software Engineering since 1996. Over 
the years the GQM Paradigm has been applied by software engineering researchers and practi-
tioners in many different contexts with good success. However, nearly every user of GQM has 
tailored the paradigm to suit his or her specific needs, resulting in many different views. Although 
unifying the many different views is impossible, this document attempts to present a view of GQM 
that is consistent with the views of the software engineering research groups at the University of 
Maryland and the University of Kaiserslautern. 
We state the motivation for measurement activities in Section 2. Then we describe the GQM 
Paradigm in terms of its basic principles (Section 3), techniques for structuring GQM-related docu-
ments (Section 4 ), and methods for performing tasks of planning and implementing a measurement 
program based on the GQM Paradigm (Section 5). We also survey prototype software tools that 
support applying the GQM Paradigm in various ways in Section 6. A glossary of terms is defined in 
Appendix A. The report ends with an annotated bibliography of sources that document experience 
gained while using the GQM Paradigm and offer in-depth information about the GQM Paradigm. 
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2 Motivation f or Measurement 
lt is generally accepted that measurement is not an end in itself but a means to an end. The fi-
nal objective must be improvement of products and processes. Measurement should be viewed as 
an infrastructure technology that is necessary to achieve systematic improvement [BCR94c]. The 
relationship between measurement and systematic improvement can be summarized using the fol-
lowing points: 
• Knowing the current state of affairs in a software engineering project is necessary for iden-
tifying the strengths and weaknesses of the processes currently in use. As stated by Hum-
phrey, "if you don't know where you are, a map won't help" [Hum89, p. vii] . 
• Measurement is necessary to characterize the current state of affairs quantitatively; i.e., to 
derive a quantitative baseline. A "quantitative baseline" is nothing other than a model that 
captures some concrete information about the status quo. For example, the statement "90% 
of all faults in a design document are detected by project XYZ's design inspections" is a 
quantitative baseline. 
• Once the strengths and weaknesses of currently used processes have been identified and de-
scribed quantitatively, changes that might improve the process can be selected, performed, 
and evaluated through measurement. These changes can first be applied to a project when 
a comparison between actual and target values is possible. Further, the impact of changes 
to the process can only be determined quantitatively if a quantitative baseline is available 
against which comparisons can be made. Otherwise, it is impossible to determine the extent 
of a change, not to mention whether the change had a positive or negative impact. 
The development of the GQM Paradigm for goal-oriented measurement also led to the deve-
lopment of the Quality Improvement Paradigm (QIP). The QIP essentially is the application of the 
scientific method tailored to the needs of software engineering. The improvement pro~ess due to 
the Quality Improvement Paradigm is articulated in [BCR94a]. Because information necessary for 
applying the GQM Paradigm is derived and/or used in every step of the QIP, the GQM Paradigm 
has also been described as the measurement view of the QIP. 
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3 Principles behind GQM 
Definition. A "principle" as used here is a fundamental idea or doctrine. The idea behind these 
principles is that each must hold; i.e., if one does not, then the program is not in conformance with 
the dictates of the GQM Paradigm. 
The GQM Paradigm is based on the idea that measurement should be goal-oriented; i.e., all 
data collection should be based on a rationale that is explicitly documented. This approach offers 
several advantages. First, it helps in the identification of useful and relevant metrics. Second, the 
goals provide a context for the analysis and interpretation of collected data. Third, an explicit ra-
tionale explaining the refinement of goals into metrics enables an assessment of the validity of the 
conclusions that were drawn. Finally, because the software development personnel helped define 
the rationale for data collection, and know that the data will be used for their own purposes, they 
offer less resistance against a measurement program than they would if they feared the data might 
be used against them. To yield these advantages, GQM-based measurement programs should be 
planned and performed according to the following principles. 
1. The analysis task tobe performed must be specified precisely and explicitly using a detailed 
measurement goal. 
2. Metrics must be derived in a top-down fashion based on goals and questions. A structure of 
goals and questions may not be retrofitted onto an existing set of metrics. 
3. Each metric must have a underlying rationale that is explicitly documented. This rationale is 
embodied in the series of questions via which a metric is derived from a goal. The rationale 
is used for justifying data collection and for guiding data analysis and interpretation. 
4. The data that are gathered for the metrics must be interpreted in a bottom-up fashion using 
the GQM goal and questions. This supports interpreting the .data subject to the limitahons 
and assumptions behind the rationale for each metric. 
5. The people from whose viewpoint (i.e., perspective) the measurement goal is formulated 
must be deeply involved in the definition and interpretation of the measurement goal. Not 
only will they supply the data, they are also the real experts with respect to the analysis and 
interpretation tasks. 
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4 Techniques for structuring GQM-related products 
Definition. A "technique" as used here refers to some way of structuring a product required or 
used by the GQM Paradigm. The focus is on developing and structuring specific products. 
As defined in the appendix, a GQM plan consists of a single goal plus the sets of questions and 
metrics needed to provide an operational definition of that goal. Three techniques are introduced 
for developing GQM plans. First, goal templates are shown that assist in generating a GQM goal. 
Second, abstraction sheets ( a type of form) are defined to assist in collecting the information ne-
cessary to build a detailed GQM plan. Third and finally, two structures are given that document 
both product- and process-related information in GQM plans. A product that is closely related to 
a GQM plan is a measurement plan; the contents of such a plan are also discussed. 
4.1 Goal templates 
The process of setting goals and refining them into quantifiable questions is complex and requires 
experience. The following template for a GQM goal has been developed to indicate the required , 
contents of a GQM goal and thereby to support the goal-setting activity. Product and process goals 
, 
are handled differently; examples of both types of goals are given following th.e template. See 
also [Rom91, GHW95]. 
The template identifies five major aspects, namely the object, purpose, quality focus, view-
point, and environment of a measurement program. First, the object aspect expresses the primary 
target of the study; i.e., the process or product that will be analyzed. Second, the purpose aspect ex-
presses how the object will be analyzed; i.e., will it be analyzed for purposes of understanding and 
characterization, will it be compared with some other object, etc. Third, the quality focus aspect 
expresses the particular property of the object that will be analyzed in the course of the study, such 
as cost, reliability, etc. Fourth, the viewpoint aspect expresses information about the group of peo-
ple that will see and interpret the data. By stating clearly the group to which the analyzed data 
will be released, issues of confidentiality can be addressed before any data are collected. Finally, 
the environment aspect expresses the context in which the study will be performed, and is used to 
make influencing factors explicit. 
In previous work, the aspects 'object' and 'purpose' are sometimes grouped under the heading 
"purpose of study," the aspects 'quality focus' and 'viewpoint' are grouped under the heading "per-
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spective of study," and the final aspect 'environment' is labeled the "context of study." 
1. Analyze some „. 
object: ( one of) processes, products, other experience models, ... 
2. for the purpose of ... 
purpose: ( one of) characterization, assessment, prediction, evaluation, control, improve-
ment. 
(Recent work at the University of Mary land restricts the "purpose" keyword to the prior 
six choices; prior research made no such restriction, and included words such as moti-
vation, engineering, certification, .... ) 
3. with respect to: „. 
quality focus: ( one of) cost, correctness, defect removal, changes, reliabili ty, user friendli-
ness, maintainability, ... 
4. from the point of view of the ... 
viewpoint: ( one of) user, customer, manager, dev~loper, researcher, corporation, ... 
5. in the following environment: ... 
environment: ( one or more of) prob lern, people, resources, processes, organization, pro-
ject, ... 
An example product goal constructed using this template rnight be: 
Analyze the final product ( object) 
for the purpose of characterization (purpose) 
with respect to reliability (quality focus) 
from the point of view of the tester (viewpoint) 
in the context of Project X (environment). 
An example process goal constructed using this template might be: 
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Analyze the testing process ( object) 
for the purpose of improvement (purpose) 
with respect to reliability (quality focus) 
from the point of view of the developer (viewpoint) 
in the context of Project Y ( environment). 
4.2 GQM abstraction sheet 
A GQM abstraction sheet is a document, often a single sheet of paper, that helps elicit and struc-
ture information during an interview and assists in constructing, refining, and reviewing a single 
GQM plan. The design of the abstraction sheet reflects the issue that people may skip from one 
issue to another during an interview. An abstraction sheet aids in coping with this problem and it 
provides a reminder as to which generic categories issues must be addressed. An abstraction sheet 
can also be used as an abstract view of a GQM plan that helps to reveal the dependencies between 
the questions of that GQM plan. The suggested layout for the components of a GQM abstraction 
sheet is shown in Figure 1; see also [GHW95]. An abstraction sheet consists of four quadrants plus 
a section labeled "Feedback," as described next. 
Quality Focus: Information that defines the quality focus is collected in this quadrant. This in-
formation is intended to capture one person's definition (i.e., model) of the quality focus as 
well as the subtleties that affect their definition. The information gathered here will be used 
to construct the quality model in the GQM plan. 
For example, if the quality focus is "effort," the information in this quadrant must document 
what "effort" means to the interviewed persons and what additional details are relevant with 
for defining effort such as dividing the effort according to the phase of development or spe-
cific development activity. However, no specific effort data would be entered here. 
Baseline Hypothesis: This quadrant documents concrete data concerning the quality focus, con-
sidered from the point of view of the people who are interviewed. In other words, the state-
ments recorded here attempt to capture the people's thinking about the project's state of af-
fairs at the beginning of the measurement program. If no concrete data exist, information 
in this quadrant represents a hypothesized baseline. However, if concrete data do exist, this 
quadrant holds information that represents an actual baseline for the quality focus of interest. 







Describe the quality focus 
(Quadrant l) 
Baseline Hypothesis: 
What do you believelknow is the 











Which factors have an impact 
on the qualitj focus? 
(Quadrant 2) 
Impact on Baseline Hypothesis: 
How do the variationfactors 
infiuence the baseline hypothesis? 
(Quadrant 4) 
Figure 1: Components of a GQM abstraction sheet 
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If people are not able to give a baseline hypothesis (based on data or estimated), then this 
suggests that the selected quality model is either not suitable for this purpose, or is entirely 
fictitious. 
Continuing with the example of a quality focus on "effort," the baseline hypothesis quadrant 
will include concrete data about the distribution of effort among activities (e.g., "20% of to-
tal effort is spent in the coding phase"). People must state either their assumptions or the 
relevant data about the current distribution. Specific eff ort data would be entered in this qua-
drant. 
Variation Factors: The environmental factors and project factors that may have an impact on the 
quality focus are stated in this quadrant. 
Returning to the example, people might state that the distribution of effort per phase depends 
on how well the developers understand the application domain. They would enter this aspect 
as a variation factor ("domain understanding: weak, solid, expert"). 
Impact on Baseline Hypothesis: The relationships between variation factors and the quality fo-
cus are stated here concretely. The information given in this quadrant must relate to the qua-
lity focus and it must be falsifiable; i.e., testable. This information is used to decide whether 
the variation factors listed in the second quadrant are valid. If people are not able to explain 
precisely the consequences of the variation factors on the quality focus, the respective varia-
tion factor is probably invalid with respect to the quality focus and should not be used in the 
GQM plan. 
In the example of quality focus "effort," people might state that if the application domain 
is understood well, there will be fewer faults in the requirements, and this better understan-
ding is expected to reduce the total effort spent by reducing the amount of rework. They use 
variations factors to state these impacts (e.g., "a solid domain understanding causes the re-
quirements phase to require less effort than if developers have only a weak understanding"). 
Feedback: Concluding the example of quality focus "effort," the feedback section (a possible 
"fifth" quadrant) describes the feedback that can be provided to help improvement efforts. 
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4.3 Structure of GQM plans 
A GQM plan documents the operational refinement of an analysis task. The task is precisely spe-
cified as a measurement goal that is refined via questions into metrics. The three layers of a GQM 
plan correspond to the following three levels. See also [BCR94b]. 
1. Conceptual level: A goal is defined for an object, for a single purpose, with respect to some 
model of quality, from a single point of view, relative to a particular environment. 
2. Operational level: A set of questions is used to define in a quantitative way the goal and to 
characterize the way the data will be interpreted. Questions try to characterize the object of 
measurement with respect to a selected quality issue and to describe either this quality issue 
from the selected point of view or the factors that may affect the quality issue. 
3. Quantitative level: A set of metrics is associated with every question in order to answer the 
question in a quantitative way. These metrics are the final piece of an operational definition 
of a goal. 
4.3.1 Structure for product-oriented GQM plans 
As mentioned above, GQM plans oriented towards analyzing products are distinguished from 
GQM plans oriented towards analyzing processes. Here we state guidelines for deriving questions 
starting from a product-oriented goal (i.e„ to derive a product-oriented GQM plan). The structure 
of a product-oriented GQM plan is illustrated in Figure 2. See also [Rom91]. 
Three major categories of questions 1 need tobe addressed for each product under study, namely 
the definition of the product, the definition of the quality focus, and feedback related to the quality 
focus. 
Definition of the product. This first question category includes questions related to logical and 
physical attributes, development cost, changes during development, operational context, and other 
aspects that help characterize the product. 
1These are sometimes labeled "subgoals," but are not expressed using the GQM goal template presented earlier. 
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Product Definition 
Figure 2: Structure of a product-oriented goal 
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Definition of the quality focus. This second category includes questions related to the major 
model of the quality focus that is used, the validity of the model for the particular environment, 
the validity of the data collected, and may also include a substantiation of the model. For example, 
a model of the quality focus "reliability" might be simply the number of critical and noncritical 
operational failures that were reporting during the acceptance test phase. 
Feedback related to the quality focus. This third category includes questions, relative to the 
quality focus, that ask for information necessary when trying to improve the product. 
4.3.2 Structure for process-oriented GQM plans 
Next we state guidelines for deriving questions starting from a process-oriented goal. See 
also [Rom91] . The structure of a process-oriented GQM plan is illustrated in Figure 3. 
Three major categories of questions2 need tobe addressed for each process under study, namely 
the definition of the process, the definition of the quality focus, and feedback relative to the quality 
focus(es) from using this process. A process-oriented GQM plan is the same as a product-oriented 
GQM plan with respect to the latter two categories of questions. 
Definition of the process. The first category includes questions related to process conformance 
and domain conformance. Process conformance includes both a characterization of the process 
and an assessment of how well the process was followed. Domain conformance includes a charac-
terization of the object to which the process is applied and an analysis of the process performer's 
knowledge conceming the object. 
Definition of the quality focus and f eedback. The purposes and structures of the second and 
third categories of questions for a process-oriented plan are essentially identical to their counter-
parts in the product-oriented plan; their contents are naturally very different (see Section 4.3 .1). 




Figure 3: Structure of a process-oriented goal 
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4.3.3 Traceability between abstraction sheets and plan structure 
Commonly a GQM abstraction sheet is created first, and then the information is transformed into 
the appropriate product-related or process-related GQM plan. This task can be eased by identifying 
the traceability between quadrants on the abstraction sheets and parts of the structure of a GQM 
plan. 
Quadrant 1: The information in the first quadrant, as stated earlier, documents the quality focus. 
This information is commonly represented by the definition of the quality model category of 
questions (formalization of the quality focus), as defined by models, questions, metrics, or 
data representations. 
Quadrant 2: The information in the second quadrant, as stated earlier, documents the variation 
factors that may affect the quality focus. This information is represented in the GQM plan 
by the group of questions etc. that defines the object of interest, i.e., the questions, metrics, 
or data representations. 
Quadrant 3: The information in the third quadrant, as stated earlier, documents the baseline hy-
potheses. This information is treated sirnilarly to the information in the second quadrant. 
Quadrant 4: The information in the fourth quadrant, as stated earlier, documents the impact of the 
variation factors on the baseline hypotheses. This information adds hypotheses (e.g., possi-
ble relationship) conceming the information in the second quadrant. 
Feedback section: The information in the feedback section, as stated earlier, documents the feed-
back for improving the product or process. This information is represented by the questions 
and metrics that are part of the "feedback" set of questions. 
4.4 Measurement plans 
A measurement plan describes when, how, and by whom the data required by the metrics in the 
GQM plan are collected. Essentially the measurement plan must deterrnine the collection proce-
dure (who, how, and when) for every metric in the GQM plan. If forms or tools will be used to 
collect data, these should either be included (forms) or be described in detail (tools) in the measu-
rement plan. See [GHW95] for additional information. Also see [BDT96], in which Bröckers et 
al. describe how a process model helps with deriving the measurement plan from a GQM plan. 
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5 -Methods f or Applying the GQM Paradigm 
Definition. A "method" as used here refers to some approach for performing a process that is part 
of planning and implementing a measurement program based on the GQM Paradigm. The focus 
is on performing processes. One or more of the techniques from the previous section will be used 
in these processes. 
5.1 A process model for performing GQM-based measurement 
Literature on GQM-based measurement primarily focuses on the description of the GQM Paradigm 
and GQM plans. However, the process of developing and using the GQM plans is not described in 
detail. Therefore a description of the GQM process, guidelines, and heuristics is needed to enable 
widespread use of GQM-based measurement. A first step towards this goal is the process model 
for planning GQM-based measurement. See also [GHW95]. 
The GQM process as modeled in [GHW95] starts from scratch and produces GQM plans and 
a measurement plan. The GQM plans contain the measurement goals as well as the models with 
respect to the measurement goals. To this end the GQM plans contain questions to be answered 
to achieve the measurement goals and metrics providing for data to answer the questions. The 
measurement plan describes exactly when and how and by whom which data will be collected. 
This process model was developed as part of the CEMP project and has been validated and revised 
in cooperation with several industrial partners. 
6 Support tools 
All of the tools discussed in this section are research prototypes. No commercial software is 
currently available that directly supports defining GQM plans in a top-down fashion, and inter-
preting data according to the plans. 
6.1 ES-TAME 
The ES-TAME system is a prototype of an expert system to support the design process for real-time 
software [OB92]. ES-TAME also offers a sophisticated, highly structured framework for building 
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GQM plans. The user can build a GQM plan in the form of a set of goals, questions, and metrics 
by using templates to write goals and then either selecting from a predefined set of questions and 
metrics or writing new questions and metrics. The expert system part of ES-TAME can use forward 
chaining to guess elements of the GQM plan under construction. When interpreting the plans, the 
system is intelligent enough to ask the user for data and to look in existing quality models to obtain 
those data when possible. 
6.2 Formal language and object model for GQM 
This project defined a formal language in which a GQM plan can be written, and a correspon-
ding computer (internal) representation for storing plans encoded using the formal language. See 
also [Dif93] . The language was later extended to support the definition of hypotheses; see [ vM95]. 
6.3 Syntax-directed editor for GQM plans 
This project implemented an editor that supports the entry and modification of GQM plans that are 
encoded using the formal language defined by a previous project. See also [Fri94, vM93]. 
6.4 GQM-DIVA: Definition, Interpretation, and Validation 
This project implemented a system that supports the definition of GQM plans via a WIMP interface, 
the validation of those plans in terms of rnissing or inconsistent elements, and the interpretation of 
collected data via user-defined procedures. See also [vM95]. 
7 Current research on GQM 
As of this writing, ongoing research on the GQM Paradigm focuses on many different aspects. 
Some work is highly specific to a given application of the GQM Paradigm, while other work fo-
cuses on the GQM Paradigm itself. Several research projects are summarized briefty. 
The ESPRIT project "Perfect" aims at assisting measurement-based improvement of software 
processes. Work is being conducted on augmenting the GQM technology based on the experiences 
of industrial application projects. The main contributions of the project "Perfect" are a handbook 
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on GQM, a GQM process description, two tutorials on establishing GQM-based measurement pro-
grams, and a tool for supporting activities of the GQM process. The h'andbook provides an intro-
duction and overview of GQM and describes the use of GQM within the "Perfect Improvement 
Approach" for the continuous improvement of software processes. The GQM process description 
involves a strategic (or "organizational") view as well as a software project's view on goal-oriented 
measurement. The two tutorials support the introduction of GQM into an organization and its pro-
jects. The tutorials are entitled "An introduction to goal-oriented measurement" and "Participation 
of project teams in measurement programs," respectively. Parts of the GQM-related results from 
project "Perfect" were made available in Spring 1996, namely the two tutorials. The entire set of 
results will be available by Fall 1996. 
Other work on technology transfer was done in the context of the European Software and Sy-
stems Initiative (ESSI) project "Customized Establishment of Measurement Programs" (CEMP) 
at the University of Kaiserslautern. The CEMP project prepared a process model for GQM-based 
measurement to support introduction of the GQM approach into industry (see [GHW95]). The . 
CEMP project also formulated experiences with the GQM Paradigm with respect to the costs and 
benefits of introducing GQM-based measurement in industry. The final report from the CEMP 
project should be available in Fall, 1996. 
Work on supporting software engineering experiments using GQM is being conducted in the 
context of Special Research Area 501 (SFB) at the University of Kaiserslautern. The SFB is wor-
king on developing a process model for designing experiments according to the GQM Paradigm. 
Work is in progress at the University of Maryland on formalizing the components of GQM 
plans and providing guidance for using the GQM Paradigm. This work is being done in the context 
of a doctoral dissertation by Manoel Mendorn;a. 
Based on the strong relationship between measurement and process modeling, some work was 
done on investigating the integration of process modeling and GQM-based measurement. This 
work was done in the context of Christopher Lott's doctoral dissertation, in cooperation with the 
Software Engineering Research Group at the University of Kaiserslautern [Lot96]. The integration 
is based on the use of the Multi-View Process Modeling Language (MVP-L). 
Other related work in progress at the University of Kaiserslautern includes formalizing GQM 
plans for better support of data interpretation and reusability. This work is being done in the context 
of a doctoral dissertation by Christiane Differding. 
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8 Conclusion 
In this report we briefly introduced principles, techniques, methods, and tools that support the 
GQM Paradigm, surveyed current research on GQM, and identified key sources for further lear-
ning. This report can be considered a success if it succeeds in pulling many threads of research on 
the GQM Paradigm together in a single place. 
A Glossary 
GQM Paradigm: A collective term for the set of basic principles conceming goal-oriented mea-
surement, the templates and guidelines that assist in defining goals, and methods of applying 
the basic principles. 
GQM approach: Synonymous with GQM Paradigm. 
GQM plan: A single goal plus the sets of questions and metrics that provide an operational defi-
nition of that goal. A GQM plan documents the refinement of a precisely specified measu-
rement goal via a set of questions into a set of metrics. Thus, a GQM plan documents which 
metrics are used to achieve a measurement goal and why these are used - the questions pro-
vide the rationale underlying the selection of the metrics. On the other hand, the GQM plan 
is used to guide analysis tasks because it documents for which purpose the respective data 
were collected. 
GQM model: Sometimes used as a synonym for GQM plan. Altematively, this may refer to 
some type of model (e.g., a quality model, cost model, process model, etc.) that is comprised 
of nothing more than a set of questions within a GQM plan. 
Measurement plan: When coupled with a GQM Plan, a measurement plan specifies who collects 
the data required by the GQM Plan, how the data is collected, and when the data must be col-
lected. A measurement plan usually includes the data-collection forms as well as descripti-
ons of tools that perform online data collection. 
Metric: In measurement theory, this is a mapping used to assign a value to some attribute of an 
entity. 
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GQM metric: This describes something that we would like to measure. Opinions vary as to whe-
ther a GQM metric must be directly collectible (e.g„ "time in days") or whether a GQM me-
tric may be something as complex as "productivity." The argument for directly collectible 
metrics is that all necessary information for refining a goal into collectible metrics should 
be captured in the GQM plan. The argument for permitting complex metrics is that a metric 
need only state clearly what a person would like to know. 
The use of complex metrics in a GQM plan implies that some refinement of GQM metrics 
into directly collectible data items may be necessary before beginning to use a GQM plan. 
Some hold the opinion that a GQM metric need not even be collectible at all; in other words, 
no refinement may be necessary or even possible. In the case of a noncollectible metric, 
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